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Untouchable
Entertainment’s
journey has been one of triumph
and perseverance. Considered one
of the leading independent record
labels in the bay area, they have
rightfully so earned the notoriety
and praise they have received.
Founder Kenny “Mayhem” Smith
had a vision that has now come to
fruition to say the least. Untouchable Entertainment has a total of 10 artists including Lk,
Brandimonilk, J Payso, J Blaze, Dlabrie, Too Clever, DJ Hands on, the newest acquisition a very
talented duo called Critical Acclaim and Mayhem himself. Every artists mentioned are
powerhouses in their own right and demonstrate not only extreme talent but also sheer
professional courteously when dealing with fans, promoters, media and human beings as a
whole. Set to drop their 5th album next month they have fans across the country anxiously
awaiting its arrival. Fans have turned out in large numbers to see them perform in cities such
as San Jose, CA, the bay area, central coast, San Diego CA, Las Vegas NV, Alb New Mexico,
Phoenix AZ, Denver CO, Chicago IL, Reno NV, Cincinnati OH, Dallas YX, Portland OR, Seattle
WS, and Tokyo Japan etc.
Untouchable Entertainment is currently engaged in a bidding war between three major music
franchises including RCA which is home to Christina Aguilera and the Dave Mathews band.
They have been described as being the modern day version of Motown with their versatility
and predicted staying power. Kenny “Mayhem” Smith always felt
that he didn’t want to build something that would be here today but
gone tomorrow, he wanted his movement to have a legacy that
would exceed expectations and transcends generational
preferences. There is no question Hip Hop, R&B, Electronica & Pop
Music will be feeling the impact Untouchable Entertainment’s music
will make on the aforementioned genre for years to come.
Untouchable Entertainment appreciates your business and looks
forward to making your event, song, album a huge success.
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Brandimonilk
San Diego/Santa Cruz, CA - What can we
not say about Brandimonilk?
I know
talentless. Anybody who has heard her
sing knows that is far from factual. She is a
versatile female vocalist who can sing R&B,
Electronica, Spanish and Pop. The sky is
the limit for her and Mayhem has the goal
of making her the biggest female pop star
period

Lk
San Jose, CA Another versatile Rapper with so
much ability. Younger brother of Untouchable
entertainment founder Mayhem he definitely
shows that he comes from a family of talent but
has his own spices to add to the family pot.
Joining the Untouchable label in 06 he definitely
is one of the U's finest and has unlimited
potential.
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J Payso
San Jose, CA, a rapper who is doing
nothing but getting better When you’re
on a label with artists like Mayhem,
DLabrie & Lk if you don’t bring your a
game you can be quickly embarrassed. He
has truly evolved and will be pivotal for
Untouchable entertainment in 2010.

J Blaze
From Monterey, CA, born in Kentucky raised on the
east coast he finally found a place he belonged,
Monterey, CA. He is a very talented rapper 1 who
has been an artist on Untouchable Entertainment
since 2005. He brings a diverse approach to life and
his flow is reflective of that.
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DLabrie
DLabrie- Oakland, ca Impressive mc... One who is
versatile and can Rap about anything from politics
to making one of the best party songs you have
heard. His song vote 4 barrack garnered national
attention including from media greats CNN and
NBC. His album Mr. Network is slate for release
and his impact as a solo artist will definitely be felt.

Too Clever
East St Louis, IL - Joining the Untouchable label
in 2005 he has brought a Midwestern / southern
flow to the scene. Debuting on the empire strikes
first mix tape vol 1 he hasn’t looked back since.
He is defiantly a jewel in the jewelry box.
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DJ Hands on
Santa Cruz, CA. He came by way of Milwaukee,
WI. The man with the long fingers is an
Untouchable entertainment's official Dj. He made
his debut on the empire strikes 1st mixtape vol 2
and has not slowed down since. He displays ability
of old school scratching mixed with new school
appeal. Look out Dj's he is taking all challengers...

Critical Acclaim
Seaside, CA. Willie sniper and King a
duo called critical acclaim are the
newest acquisition to Untouchable
entertainment.
Auditioning
for
Mayhem he immediately saw their
potential and what he could do to see
it turn into promise. Their making
their
debut
on
Untouchable
Entertainment's much anticipated
mixtape tilted The empire strikes 1st
vol 3. Look out for them in 2010 as
Mayhem as inserted them in Untouchable entertainment's starting lineup.
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Mayhem
San
Jose,
Ca (Founder/CEO
of Untouchable entertainment). Many
are saying that he has the potential to
be the greatest rapper ever. Supreme
versatility, lyricism, metaphors, club
songs, cleverness, wordplay there isn’t
1 area he lacks.
When you
hear Mayhem the thought that comes
to mind is the present and future of
hip hop is before our eyes. As a CEO
he has demonstrated keen business
sense
and
ability.
Building
Untouchable entertainment from an
idea to a powerhouse movement is
quite impressive. He is 1 of those special ones we only get once a lifetime maybe once every
2 lifetimes...

Mia
San Jose, CA. Soft
sultry and smooth
harmonies come from
this songbird.
She
made her debut on
Mayhem's
smash
single Anything Goes
(produced
by
traxamillion). On the
empire strikes first
mixtape vol 2 she
showed that she can add her smooth, sultry voice to even the most rugged hip hop beats
and it would be an instant marriage with no sign of divorce. She is capable of doing reggae
tone and other styles of music as well. An undeniable talent to say the least..
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